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Ullrich Congenital Muscular Dystrophy (UCMD), Bethlem Myopathy (BM), and Congenital Myosclerosis are diseases caused by mutations in the genes encoding the extracellular matrix protein collagen VI. A dystrophic mouse model, where collagen VI synthesis was prevented by targeted inactivation of the Col6a1 gene, allowed the investigation of pathogenesis, which revealed the existence of a Ca²⁺-mediated dysfunction of mitochondria and sarcoplasmic reticulum, and of defective autophagy. Key events are dysregulation of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, an inner membrane high-conductance channel that for prolonged open times causes mitochondrial dysfunction, and inadequate removal of defective mitochondria, which amplifies the damage. Consistently, the Col6a1−/− myopathic mice could be cured through inhibition of cyclophilin D, a matrix protein that sensitizes the pore to opening, and through stimulation of autophagy. Similar defects contribute to disease pathogenesis in patients irrespective of the genetic lesion causing the collagen VI defect. These studies indicate that permeability transition pore opening and defective autophagy represent key elements for skeletal muscle fiber death, and provide a rationale for the use of cyclosporin A and its nonimmunosuppressive derivatives in patients affected by collagen VI myopathies, a strategy that holds great promise for treatment.

Anchoring and adhesion complexes at the surface of cells link the cytoskeleton to the surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM), thus maintaining cell integrity and allowing signal transduction. These anchoring structures have a critical role in tissues undergoing extensive mechanical stress, like skeletal muscle; it comes as no coincidence that genetic defects of components of the anchoring complexes cause human muscular dystrophies. The ECM is directly involved in the molecular pathogenesis of various forms of muscular dystrophy, and there is accumulating evidence that ECM components, such as laminin-2 and collagen VI (ColVI), play a critical role in maintaining muscle integrity and function (Schessl et al. 2006).

ColVI is a main ECM protein forming a distinct microfilamentous network with a broad distribution in several organs including skeletal muscle, skin, cornea, lung, blood vessels, intervertebral disks, and joints (Keene et al. 1988). It consists of three major chains, α1(VI),
α2(VI), and α3(VI), encoded by separate genes (COL6A1, COL6A2, and COL6A3, respectively). The 140-kD α1(VI) and α2(VI) chains are about 1000 amino acids long, while the α3(VI) chain is three times larger (250–300 kD) with several alternatively spliced variants ranging between ~2500 and 3100 amino acids (Bonaldo et al. 1989, 1990; Chu et al. 1990; Doliana et al. 1990). ColVI is a multimodular protein made of several domains; each chain contains a short triple helical domain of 335–336 amino acids and two large amino- and carboxy-terminal globular ends composed of repeated domains of 200 amino acids each, sharing similarity with the von Willebrand factor type A (vWF-A) module (Colombatti and Bonaldo 1991). Three additional ColVI chains, α4(VI), α5(VI), and α6(VI), were recently identified. These chains, coded by distinct genes (COL6A4-COL6A6), show a high degree of similarity with α3(VI), and their tissue distribution is more restricted, suggesting a specific role in the assembly and/or function of ColVI (Gara et al. 2008, 2011; Sabatelli et al. 2011).

ColVI has a complex pathway of intracellular assembly (Colombatti and Bonaldo 1987; Colombatti et al. 1987, 1995). Association of the α-chains into a triple helical monomer (three chains) is followed by formation of dimers (six chains) and tetramers (12 chains), stabilized by disulfide bonds. After secretion into the extracellular space, the tetramers interact in an end-to-end fashion and form “beaded” microfilaments with a typical 100-nm periodicity, which are deposited into the ECM (Furthmayr et al. 1983). ColVI microfilaments form an extended network particularly abundant in the close periphery of several cell types, and they have been suggested to bridge the surface of cells with the interstitial connective tissue (Keene et al. 1988; Bonaldo et al. 1990; Kuo et al. 1997). In skeletal muscle, ColVI is a major component of endomysium, where it is localized in the outer layer of the basement membrane (Kuo et al. 1997).

The different domains of ColVI are involved in a broad range of interactions with cell surface receptors and with other ECM components. The triple helical region of ColVI is a major cell-binding domain, and it promotes adhesion through interaction with several integrins and with NG2 proteoglycan (Paff et al. 1993; Burg et al. 1996). Both the triple helical region and the vWF-A domains of ColVI bind various ECM proteins including fibrillar collagens, basal lamina (type IV) collagen, decorin, biglycan, and fibronectin (Bonaldo et al. 1990; Bidan-set et al. 1992; Kuo et al. 1997; Sabatelli et al. 2001; Wiberg et al. 2001). These interactions and the close association of beaded microfilaments with muscle basal lamina strongly suggest that ColVI provides an important mechanical link of muscle cells to the surrounding ECM.

ColVI is synthesized and secreted by cells organizing an ECM, such as fibroblasts and muscle cells. Studies in transfected cells and in transgenic mice demonstrated that transcriptional regulation is the major determinant for the highly regulated and dynamic pattern expression of ColVI during development and in adult tissues. The data thus far available for the Col6a1 gene indicate a complex pattern of tissue-specific transcription that is dependent on different enhancer and silencer elements spread over a large genomic region and controlling expression in skin, tendons, joints, peripheral nerves, and skeletal muscles, respectively (Braghetti et al. 1996). Muscle interstitial fibroblasts are the main source of ColVI in the ECM of skeletal muscle (Zou et al. 2008). A study revealed that transcription of the Col6a1 gene in skeletal muscle is under the control of a muscle-specific enhancer, which is strictly required for activating the expression and synthesis of ColVI in muscle fibroblasts (Braghetti et al. 2008). Remarkably, activation of this enhancer requires signals relayed by myogenic cells, whose presence is a prerequisite for inducing the deposition of ColVI by interstitial fibroblasts (Braghetti et al. 2008). In vitro and in vivo studies have shown that ColVI is synthesized by interstitial fibroblasts; once released in the ECM, the protein contacts myogenic cells and myofibers (Zou et al. 2008; Palma et al. 2009).

**COLLAGEN VI-RELATED MUSCLE DISEASES**

Deficiency of ColVI in humans gives rise to three main syndromes, Bethlem myopathy...
BM (MIM #158810; http://www.metalife.com/OMIM) is characterized by axial and proximal muscle weakness with finger joint contractures, proximal muscles being more involved than distal, and extensors more than flexors (Bethlem and Wijngaarden 1976). The hallmark of the disease is the presence of contractures of the interphalangeal joints of the last four fingers, and early flexion contractures of the elbow and ankles are common (Merlini et al. 1994). BM is a very heterogeneous disorder, and patients show a wide range of clinical features, from mild myopathy to more severe cases with early onset and features of slowly progressive muscular dystrophy. BM inheritance is usually autosomal dominant (Jobsis et al. 1996; Sasaki et al. 2000; Scacheri et al. 2002), but recessive cases were also described (Foley et al. 2009; Gualandi et al. 2009). Immunohistochemistry shows apparently normal or mildly reduced levels of ColVI in the endomysium of most BM patients, and quantitative or qualitative ColVI defects can be detected in cultured fibroblasts derived from skin biopsies.

UCMD (MIM #254090) is a severe congenital muscular dystrophy characterized by early onset, generalized and rapidly progressive muscle wasting and weakness, proximal joint contractures, and distal joint hyperflexibility. The rapid progression of the clinical symptoms usually leads to early death, as a result of respiratory failure (Camacho Vanegas et al. 2001; Demir et al. 2002). Usually, UCMD shows an autosomal recessive inheritance with homozygous or compound heterozygous mutations of the COL6 genes, but several cases of UCMD with dominant mutation in only one allele were also reported (Pan et al. 2003; Baker et al. 2005; Angelin et al. 2007). Patients with a UCMD phenotype but without mutations in COL6 genes were described, suggesting a possible genetic heterogeneity for the disease. ColVI appears to be strongly reduced or absent in muscle biopsies from UCMD patients, suggesting that UCMD mutations severely affect the synthesis and secretion of ColVI in muscle. Cultured skin fibroblasts of UCMD patients usually show either a markedly decreased secretion of ColVI, or lack of the characteristic filamentous network in the ECM, suggesting that UCMD mutations severely affect the synthesis and secretion of ColVI (Camacho Vanegas et al. 2001; Zhang et al. 2002; Squarzoni et al. 2006).

Congenital myosclerosis (MIM #255600) is a rare inherited disorder characterized by slender muscles with firm “woody” consistency, and restricted movement of many joints because of diffuse muscle contractures. Reduced expression of ColVI was detected in muscle biopsies and cultured fibroblasts from affected sibs of an Italian family, and the disease is linked to a homozygous mutation of the COL6A2 gene (Merlini et al. 2008b).

Mutations in any of the COL6A1-COL6A3 genes have been identified in BM and in UCMD (Lampe and Bushby 2005; Bönnemann 2011). Different COL6 gene mutations may have different impacts on the mRNA and protein level by predominantly impairing ColVI synthesis, assembly, secretion, or function. Based on the mutation, different mechanisms can be predicted such as: (1) loss-of-function for mutations perturbing triple helix formation, intracellular assembly or ColVI secretion; (2) dominant negative effect for mutations giving rise to abnormal ColVI polypeptides secreted in the ECM; and (3) haploinsufficiency for mutations affecting mRNA stability, with a decreased synthesis of normal ColVI. The effect of specific COL6 mutations has been investigated by in vitro studies (Lamande et al. 1999, 2002; Sasaki et al. 2000; Zhang et al. 2002; Jimenez-Mallebrera et al. 2006; Baker et al. 2007; Tooley et al. 2010), which provided relevant clues on their effect at the protein level. However, there is no conclusive evidence on the genotype-phenotype correlation for BM and UCMD, which may represent a clinical continuum rather than strictly separate entities (Pepe et al. 2002; Lampe and Bushby 2005; Bönnemann 2011).

As for many other genetic diseases, creation of animal models of ColVI deficiency proved to be the key to understanding disease pathophysiology, and to devise and test potential...
therapies. Several years ago, one of us produced a mutant mouse with targeted inactivation of the Col6a1 gene, which codes for the α1(VI) chain (Bonaldo et al. 1998). In the absence of the α1 chain, ColVI does not assemble and is not secreted in the ECM, so that Col6a1−/− mice completely lack ColVI and are affected by a myopathic phenotype with weakness and histological changes of skeletal muscle, characterized by early onset and slow or no progression (Bonaldo et al. 1998). These defects are found in various skeletal muscles, in particular the diaphragm, as revealed by in vivo Evans blue dye staining. Similar but milder defects are present in Col6a1+/− mice, indicating functional haploinsufficiency for ColVI. Muscle weakness was confirmed by strength measurements ex vivo, showing significantly reduced tension in Col6a1−/− muscles (Irwin et al. 2003). Although Col6a1-null mice are a model of human ColVI diseases, their phenotype is much closer to the benign myopathy of BM than to the severe dystrophic pathology of UCMD. A recent advance has been the generation of zebrafish models of UCMD and BM, which reproduce the key features of the human diseases (Telfer et al. 2010).

PATHOGENESIS OF COLLAGEN VI MUSCULAR DYSTROPHIES

Ultrastructural analysis of skeletal muscle from Col6a1−/− mice revealed the presence of marked dilations of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and of mitochondrial alterations in 20%–30% of the fibers, while T-tubules were normal (Irwin et al. 2003). Mitochondrial abnormalities ranged from tubular cristae, to electron-dense matrix inclusions, to swelling; myofibers with mitochondrial-SR alterations also displayed nuclear features of apoptosis, suggesting a link between organelle changes and increased incidence of cell death (Irwin et al. 2003). Mitochondrial ultrastructural alterations are observed in many forms of muscle pathology; whether these are the cause or consequence of the disease (or even a side effect of no pathogenic relevance) was the key question that needed to be answered.

Mitochondria in the Pathogenesis of Collagen VI Muscular Dystrophies

We monitored the mitochondrial membrane potential in skeletal muscle fibers and myoblast/fibroblast cultures of Col6a1−/− and wild-type mice, and in muscle cell cultures from patients affected by ColVI myopathies, or from normal donors. The resting mitochondrial membrane potential was not affected by lack of ColVI, yet mitochondria depolarized after addition of the F1FO ATP synthase inhibitor oligomycin or of the respiratory chain complex I inhibitor rotenone only in cells from ColVI-deficient individuals (Irwin et al. 2003; Angelin et al. 2007, 2008; Palma et al. 2009; Tiepolo et al. 2009; Sabatelli et al. 2012). Neither response is normal because, in the short term at least, (1) inhibition of ATP synthesis by oligomycin should cause hyperpolarization, and (2) inhibition of respiration should still allow the membrane potential to be maintained by proton pumping by the ATP synthase running “in reverse” and utilizing glycolytic ATP as fuel (see, e.g., Porcelli et al. 2009). Of note, cells from ColVI-defective genotypes also displayed increased rates of apoptosis that could be prevented by plating on ColVI or by addition of cyclosporin A (CsA), treatments that also normalized the mitochondrial response to oligomycin and/or rotenone (Irwin et al. 2003; Angelin et al. 2007, 2008; Palma et al. 2009; Tiepolo et al. 2009; Sabatelli et al. 2012). These findings, which we shall discuss further below, (1) suggest the existence of a latent (compensated) mitochondrial dysfunction that may worsen (and decompensate) with time, which is consistent with the chronic and progressive features of ColVI muscular dystrophies; and (2) indicate that the underlying mitochondrial dysfunction, and possibly the disease, can be cured with CsA.

The pharmacology of CsA is complex. This drug binds to and inhibits cyclophilins (CyPs), a family of cellular peptidyl-prolyl cis-trans isomerases (Galat 2003). The complex of CsA with the abundant cytosolic CyPA acquires the ability to bind and inhibit the cytosolic phosphatase calcineurin, preventing the dephosphorylation of its substrates (Liu et al. 1991),
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which include NFAT and Drp1. Dephosphorylation is essential for the nuclear translocation of NFAT, which is key to activation of the T lymphocytes involved in the immune response to organ transplants; by preventing NFAT nuclear translocation, CsA prevents transplant rejection (Liu et al. 1991). Dephosphorylation of Drp1 is essential for its translocation to mitochondria, where it causes fission and fragmentation, events that are prevented by CsA (Cerighetti et al. 2008). Neither effect is involved in the protective mitochondrial effects of CsA in ColVI diseases because the rescue from mitochondrial dysfunction cannot be mimicked by the calcineurin inhibitor FK506 (Irwin et al. 2003), which acts through its specific receptor FKBP but does not bind CyPs (Liu et al. 1991). As we originally suggested (Irwin et al. 2003), the protective effects of CsA are rather a result of inhibition of CyPD, the unique mitochondrial isoform of CyPs (encoded in the mouse by the Ppif gene). Indeed, the protective effects can also be seen with CsA analogs that inhibit CyPs but not calcineurin, like MeAla3EtVal4-cyclosporin (Debio 025) (Angelin et al. 2007; Tiepolo et al. 2009). Col6a1−/− Ppif−/− mice lacking both ColVI and CyPD display a striking recovery of both the mitochondrial lesions and the muscle defects (Palma et al. 2009).

The most convincing explanation for the protective effects of CsA and Debio 025 (and of CyPD ablation) in ColVI myopathies is desensitization of the permeability transition pore (PTP), a high-conductance inner membrane mitochondrial channel of unknown molecular identity involved in several forms of cell death (Bernardi et al. 2006; Rasola and Bernardi 2011). CyPD favors PTP opening, and matrix Ca2+ is an important permissive factor sensitizing the PTP to a variety of inducing factors. The pore is modulated by the proton electrochemical gradient, both through the voltage (depolari- zation favors opening) and pH (matrix acidification favors closure), and is finely tuned by the redox poise (a more oxidized state favors pore opening). A detailed coverage of PTP regulation is beyond the scope of this review, and we refer the reader to previous publications on the topic (Bernardi et al. 2006; Rasola and Bernardi 2011). The important points to be considered here are that: (1) short-lived PTP openings cause reversible mitochondrial depolarization (Hüser and Blatter 1999; Petronilli et al. 1999) and may be involved in physiological Ca2+ homeostasis (Bernardi and von Stockum 2012); under these conditions, PTP-dependent cytochrome c release can be an indirect consequence of cristae remodeling (Scorrano et al. 2002) and matrix swelling (Petronilli et al. 1994) that cooperate with tBID in the absence of outer membrane rupture (Bernardi et al. 2001); and (2) long-lasting PTP openings cause energy dissipation, release of pyridine nucleotides (Vinogradov et al. 1972; Di Lisa et al. 2001), outer membrane rupture, and massive release of cytochrome c (Petronilli et al. 2001). Our current interpretation of the mitochondrial pathogenesis of ColVI muscular dystrophies is that, initially at least, mitochondrial dysfunction is latent rather than overt, and consists in an alteration of the threshold voltage for PTP opening, which (through a still undefined mechanism that may involve matrix Ca2+ overload) is poised dangerously close to the resting potential. This shift of the voltage threshold can be unmasked in vitro by the addition of rotenone or oligomycin, which act via different mechanisms. (1) Rotenone inhibits complex I and start a process of depolarization. In normal cells, this initial depolarization can be readily compensated by the mitochondrial ATP synthase (which hydrolyzes glycolytic ATP) because the threshold voltage for PTP opening is not reached, and therefore inner membrane permeability remains low. In ColVI defective cells, the voltage threshold is so close to the resting potential that addition of rotenone causes PTP opening; ATP hydrolysis by the ATP synthase in this case cannot restore the membrane potential as long as the pore is open. (2) Oligomycin inhibits the ATP synthase, and this causes an initial hyperpolarization with parallel decrease of the ATP levels; this would cause a further shift of the threshold voltage to reach the value of the resting potential through two mechanisms, that is, increased ROS production because of the state 3 → state 4 transition, and decreased ability of the SR to take up
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Ca$^{2+}$, causing a secondary increase of matrix mitochondrial Ca$^{2+}$. The ensuing PTP opening would then cause the observed depolarization, which is very often preceded by the expected hyperpolarization (Irwin et al. 2003; Angelin et al. 2007).

We believe that the voltage threshold shift may explain disease progression in vivo as well. Because the mitochondrial membrane potential decreases during ATP synthesis, in the ColVI defective genotypes increased PTP flickering could occur during increased muscle activity with loss of pyridine nucleotides (Vinogradov et al. 1972; Di Lisa et al. 2001) and progressive decrease of the respiratory reserve. It should be noted that ADP generated by ATP hydrolysis inhibits the PTP; thus, ATP hydrolysis may lead to pore closure and to at least partial restoration of respiration. The maximal attainable rate would be lower than normal, however, and determined by the residual matrix levels of pyridine nucleotides attained after each “cycle” of PTP opening. As long as the energy demand can be matched the fiber would behave normally, but dysfunction would be precipitated by increased workload and/or by a further increase of PTP flickering, events that will eventually lead to individual muscle fiber death as observed both in vivo and in cultured muscle fibers. The recently identified defect of autophagy would then worsen the situation by preventing removal of dysfunctional mitochondria (Grumati et al. 2010).

Defective Autophagy in the Pathogenesis of Collagen VI Muscular Dystrophies

Autophagy is a highly conserved homeostatic mechanism used for the degradation and recycling of bulk cytoplasm, long-lived proteins, and organelles through the lysosomal machinery (Mizushima et al. 2008). We recently demonstrated that autophagy plays a protective role against myofiber defects and muscle wasting in Col6a1$^{-/-}$ mice. A failure of the autophagic machinery is responsible for the inefficient removal and persistence of altered organelles in myofibers of Col6a1$^{-/-}$ mice and of BM/UCMD patients (Grumati et al. 2010). The ensuing accumulation of dysfunctional mitochondria triggers myofiber apoptosis, which in turn leads to the development of the myopathic pathology. In Col6a1-null mice, the dramatic consequences of the autophagy inactivation are even more evident in conditions of muscle stress, such as physical exercise. When Col6a1$^{-/-}$ mice were subjected to an intense work, a condition in which autophagy is required for the continuous energy need and the rapid elimination of exhausted organelles, the inefficient autophagy flux determined a massive degeneration of myofibers with a marked exacerbation of the myopathic phenotype (Grumati et al. 2011b). Notably, forced activation of autophagy by dietary, genetic, and pharmacological tools was able to eliminate altered organelles and restored myofiber homeostasis in Col6a1$^{-/-}$ mice, with recovery from the myopathic phenotype, thus showing a promising therapeutic potential for counteracting muscle atrophy and weakness in these diseases. The autophagic failure of Col6a1$^{-/-}$ mice strictly depends on impairment of the autophagy flux, which determines a decrease in autophagosome formation and inefficient removal of dysfunctional organelles (Grumati et al. 2010). Lack of ColVI has a remarkable impact on molecules involved in the regulation of autophagy, with decreased Beclin 1 protein levels and persistent activation of the Akt/mTOR pathway, even during starvation (Grumati et al. 2010). Although the molecular pathways transducing ColVI signals from the ECM to the autophagy machinery remain to be elucidated, the Beclin 1 complex and the AKT/mTOR pathway are markedly affected by lack of ColVI, and these alterations appear to be the main cause for the autophagy inhibition. Notably, the autophagic failure of Col6a1$^{-/-}$ muscles is also associated with a decreased activity of Bnip3, a molecule playing a key role in the selective removal of damaged or dysfunctional mitochondria with a process know as “mitophagy” (Grumati et al. 2011a). Most interestingly, Beclin 1 and Bnip3 levels are also lower in muscle biopsies of patients affected by ColVI diseases, and the amount of Beclin 1 seems to correlate with the severity of the phenotype, being much lower in the severe...
UCMD than in the milder BM (Grumati et al. 2010). Our studies represented the first evidence that an impairment of the autophagic machinery plays a crucial role in the pathogenesis of muscular dystrophies, thus opening new venues for therapeutic approaches and paving the way for investigating autophagy defects in other muscular dystrophies (Tolkovsky 2010). Indeed, a recent study revealed that the dy3K/dy3K mouse, which is affected by laminin α2 deficiency and represents a model of human MDC1A, also has an alteration of autophagy. Interestingly, at variance from Col6a1−/− animals, dy3/dy3K mice displayed a general upregulation of the autophagic machinery and inhibition of autophagy significantly improved their dystrophic phenotype (Carmignac et al. 2011). This latter observation is not surprising and suggests that, as recently proposed in other pathological conditions, an appropriate balance of the autophagic flux is essential for the maintenance of skeletal muscle health.

OF MICE, FISH, AND MEN

Establishing whether the mitochondrial pathogenesis of the myopathy of Col6a1−/− mice also holds for the genetically and clinically heterogeneous UCMD and BM represented a major challenge. To fill this gap, we have systematically studied muscle biopsies and cell cultures from patients affected by ColVI muscular dystrophies, and established that patients affected by ColVI muscular dystrophies, and established that patients affected by UCMD and BM display an increased rate of apoptosis in skeletal muscle in vivo and in cultures derived from biopsies (Angelin et al. 2007, 2008; Merli et al. 2008a; Sabatelli et al. 2012). The muscle cell cultures also displayed a measurable fraction of altered mitochondria, with morphological abnormalities ranging from shape changes to overt swelling, and the presence of a latent mitochondrial dysfunction that could be unmasked by the depolarizing effects of oligomycin and/or rotenone (Angelin et al. 2007, 2008; Sabatelli et al. 2012). The mitochondrial defect was present in primary cultures from UCMD and BM patients irrespective of whether the primary genetic defect was in the COL6A1 or COL6A3 gene, and both in homozygous and heterozygous mutations (Angelin et al. 2007), and could be rescued by both CsA and Debio 025 (Angelin et al. 2007).

Whether patient-derived cells can be safely used as a diagnostic material in ColVI diseases has recently been questioned (Hicks et al. 2009). While confirming our finding that myoblasts from patients affected by UCMD display a latent mitochondrial dysfunction that can be unmasked by oligomycin, Hicks et al. concluded that PTP dysregulation may be a particular characteristic of these cells in culture rather than being specific to the ColVI defect, because PTP dysregulation was also found in muscle-derived cells from patients with Limb Girdle Muscular Dystrophy (LGMD) 2B, but not BM, Merosin Deficient Congenital Muscular Dystrophy (MDC) 1A, LGMD2A, Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD), and Leigh syndrome (Hicks et al. 2009). As we already noted (Bernardi et al. 2009), mitochondria are causally involved in a variety of degenerative diseases, and it is therefore not surprising that a “mitochondrial phenotype” caused by a PTP opening can be found in other muscular dystrophies, including DMD (Millay et al. 2008; Reutenauer et al. 2008) and MDC1A (Millay et al. 2008), and in Leber hereditary optic neuropathy, a finding that extends the potential use of CsA to mitochondrial DNA diseases (Porcelli et al. 2008). The apparent discrepancy about BM was recently resolved with the demonstration that the mitochondrial phenotype of muscle cell cultures from both UCMD and BM patients was lost after nine passages in culture, which matched a spontaneous decrease of the incidence of apoptosis (Sabatelli et al. 2012). Thus, it is essential to study materials derived from patient muscle biopsies at early passages.

The mitochondrial pathogenesis of ColVI myopathies has been recently confirmed in zebrafish, an organism where the PTP has regulatory features indistinguishable from those of mammals (Azzolin et al. 2010). Injection of morpholino to exon 13 of Col6a1 caused an in-frame deletion in the carboxy terminal part of the ColVI triple helical domain, a typical dominant BM mutation (Lucioli et al. 2005; Lampe et al. 2008), and resulted in a mild myopathy
with late-onset motor deficits and obvious histopathologic abnormalities (Telfer et al. 2010). Injection of morpholino to exon 9 of Col6a1 caused an in-frame deletion in the amino terminal part of the triple helical domain, a dominant mutation in UCMD (Pepe et al. 2006; Lampe et al. 2008), and caused the predicted severe myopathy with early-onset motor deficits and severe ultrastructural changes (Telfer et al. 2010). In both cases, mitochondrial abnormalities and increased apoptosis were observed, and treatment with CsA improved these pathological signs together with rescue of the motor deficit (Telfer et al. 2010).

Based on the positive results obtained with CsA on their cells in culture (Angelin et al. 2007), a pilot trial on five patients affected by UCMD or BM was carried out. Prior to treatment, all patients displayed mitochondrial dysfunction and increased frequency of apoptosis, as determined in muscle biopsies. Both these pathological signs were largely normalized after 1 month of oral CsA administration, which also increased muscular strength evaluated with a myometer. The score showed significant improvement in five of the six patients, while motor function did not change and respiratory function deteriorated in all. As in the short-term treatment, CsA corrected mitochondrial dysfunction, increased muscle regeneration, and decreased the number of apoptotic nuclei (Merlini et al. 2008a). The study was then extended to six individuals with UCMD receiving 3–5 mg/kg CsA daily for 1–3.2 years (Merlini et al. 2011). The primary outcome measure was muscle strength evaluated with a myometer. The score showed significant improvement in five of the six patients, while motor function did not change and respiratory function deteriorated in all. As in the short-term treatment, CsA corrected mitochondrial dysfunction, increased muscle regeneration, and decreased the number of apoptotic nuclei (Merlini et al. 2011). These results indicate that long-term treatment with CsA is well tolerated and ameliorates performance in the limbs, but not in the respiratory muscles; they also suggest that treatment with CsA or one of its nonimmunosuppressive derivatives should be started as early as possible, when diaphragm function is not yet compromised. In summary, although much remains to be done to understand the biochemical and pathophysiological bases of CoVI diseases, we believe that the discoveries of the mitochondrial pathogenesis and autophagic defect in UCMD and BM are opening new perspectives for their therapeutic treatment.
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